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Abstract. In this paper we present a track matching algorithm based on the "major color" histo-
grams matching and the post-matching integration useful for tracking a single object across multi-
ple, limitedly disjoint cameras. First, the Major Color Spectrum Histogram (MCSH) is introduced
to represent a moving object in a single frame by its most frequent colors only. Then, a two-
directional similarity measurement based on the MCHS is used to measure the similarity of any
two given moving objects in single frames. Finally, our track matching algorithm extends the sin-
gle-frame matching along the objects' tracks by a post-matching integration algorithm. Experimen-
tal results presented in this paper show the accuracy of the proposed track matching algorithm: the
similarity of two tracks from the same moving objects has proved as high as 95%, while the simi-
larity of two tracks from different moving objects has been kept as low as up to 28%. The post-
matching integration step proves able to remove detailed errors occurring at the frame level, thus
making track matching more robust and reliable.
1 Introduction
Being able to track a single object throughout a network of cameras is an important function
for effective video surveillance of wide areas [1-7]. However, in most real-world camera net-
works it is not possible to track a moving object through a continuity of overlapping camera
views. Instead, most often the object has to completely exit from the view of a certain camera
before it can reappear under the view of a different one. This common scenario is often referred
to as disjoint camera views, where observations of a same object are disjoint in time and space
to a certain extent. In order to allow tracking in such a scenario, single-camera tracks of a same
object must be matched across neighbouring cameras. The assumption in this work is that
tracks are available from within single camera views, and the goal is to find correspondences
between such tracks.
Accordingly, in this paper we present a track matching algorithm based on the "major color"
histograms matching and the post-matching integration. First, a color distance based on a geo-
metric distance between two points in the RGB space is introduced to measure the similarity of
any two colors. By using the color distance and a given threshold, all pixels from a moving
object MOj in a given frame t are clustered into a limited number of colors, with each color's
frequency defined as the number of pixels with that color. Such colors are then sorted in de-
scending frequency order and the first k used to represent the moving object. We call this his-
togram the major color spectrum histogram (MCSH) representation of MOi,t. Given two arbi-
trary moving objects, MOi,t and MOj," from two different frames, t and u, a similarity criterion
based on the major color representation is used to assess their matching (single-frame match-
ing). The single-frame matching is then extended along the two moving objects' tracks by
selecting a same number of frames in each track, performing the matching between the corre-
sponding frames of each track, and integrating the matching results along time. Finally, the
time-integrated decision is compared against an assigned threshold to provide the final track
matching decision. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first papers in the current
literature to tackle the problem of track matching across disjoint camera views [8, 9]. Differ-
ently from those previous papers, our approach does not require global track matching [8] or
rely on a topographic model of the camera network [9].
2 Major Color Spectrum Histogram
2.1 Concept of Color Distance
In this paper, we first introduce a "color distance" between two color pixels in the ROB space
based on a normalized geometric distance between the two pixels. Such a geometric distance is
defined in equation (I) and exemplified in Fig. I.
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Figure 1. The distance between 2 color pixels in RGB space
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Where C1 and C2 are the color vectors shown in Fig. I.
(1)
2.2 Moving Object Major Color Representation
In the ROB color space, using I byte to represent each color yields a total of 16.8 million
(16,777,216) different colors. It is, in general, very difficult to compare two objects based on so
many possible values. By using the concept of color distance, we can scale down the possible
colors from 16.8 million to a very limited number of "Major Colors" (for example, 15 to 100)
without losing much accuracy on representing a moving object. For each moving object, a
given number of major colors are retained in the representation, while colors that rarely appear
are discarded [10,11]. Colors within a given mutual distance threshold are dealt with as a single
color. An example of such a major color representation is shown in Fig. 2.
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(a) 'tn flower' picture (b) MeR Histogram (threshold: 0.01)
Figure 2 The Major Color Spectrum Histogram (MCSH) of 'tn_flower'.
In Fig. 2 (a), the example picture ('tn_flower') is shown. In this picture, we can see that the
most frequent colors are around dark green-black and yellow values. Fig. 2 (b) shows us the
histogram of the major colors under the color distance threshold of 0.0 I. In the histogram, we
can see that there are 4 main dark green-black bins with the highest frequencies (bins 1-4). The
numbers of dark green-black pixels falling in these bins are about 350, 125, 120 and 85 respec-
tively. The yellow colors are distributed in color spectrum bins 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, II, 12 and 15. The
numbers of pixels of yellow colors are between about 60 and 30. There are also 3 dark green-
black bins spread in bins 10, 13 and 14, with the pixel numbers between 40 and 35.
3 Single-Frame Matching and Post-Matching Integration
Algorithm
3.1 Moving Objects Similarity
In this paper, the similarity measurement between two moving objects is based on their color
histograms [12-14]. In particular, we use the Major Color Spectrum Histogram (MCSH) which
is a generalization of [14] in that the objects do not need to be the output of a background
subtraction process. We assume that there are Mmajor
MCS(A) = {CAl ,CA, ,.··,CA)· (2)
colors in the spectrum of moving object A, which can be represented as:
Where Cvi=I,2,.··,Mis the color vector (RGB) of major colors in object A. Object A's
color spectrum histogram (i.e. the frequencies) can be represented as:
p(A)={p(A,),p(Az),.··,p(AM)}. (3)
Similarly, the major color spectrum of object B can be represented as follows:
MCS(B) = {CHI,CH, ,.··,Cn)· (4)
Where CH,j = 1,2,.··,N are the color vectors (RGB) of major colors in object B. Object B's
!
color spectrum histogram can then be represented as:
p(B) = {p(B, ),p(Bz)'-· ·,p(BN)}. (5)
In order to define the similarity between two moving objects, a visibility measurement of major
colors C4; from moving object B's major color MCS(B) is defined as:
pt A, IB) = min {p(A;), LP(B)}
cDI :d(C4; ,cBj )<0"
(6)
with i= 1,2"", M , and j = 1,2,··" N . The above equation shows us that the visibility of A
from B is given by the sum of histogram values of all major colors in moving object B that are
close to the color CA (i.e. the color distance between CA and CHis less than a threshold c,
, , J
for example, 0.01, i.e. d(CAj,CH) < a). The 'min' operation ensures that
~>(A; I B) :0; ~>(A;) . So, the similarity of moving object B to moving object A is defined
as:
LP(A; IB)
Similarity(B ~ A) = ;="z.~
LJP(A;)
;=,.z..··,M
Similarly, the similarity of moving object A to moving object B is defined as:
(7)
LP(B} IA)




where PCB} I A) is defined as:
pCB} IA) = min {p(B), ~:>(A;)}
C.-l, :d(CA; ,CSj )<0'
If both visual objects are the same physical object, both similarities will be high (close to 1.0).
Otherwise, both will be low, or at least one will be low (much lower than 1.0). So, we define
the overall similarity between moving object A and moving object Bas:
Simi/arity(A,B) = min {Simililarity(A ~ B),Simililarity(B ~ A)} (10)
(9)
3.2 Single-Frame Matching and Post-Matching Integration Algorithm
In the track matching algorithm, we consider a same number of frames from each track. The
algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. ....----,r---....,.--..,..--""T"--..,
Figure 3 Single-frame matching and post-matching integration algorithm
Fig. 3 shows us the single-frame matching as the first step of our algorithm. Moving objects
from corresponding frames in Track One and Track Two are matched based on similarity of
their major color spectrum, and the matching results are given as a binary decision. The second
step is the multi-frame post-integration, normalization, and thresholding. The advantages of
this algorithm are:
I) The single-frame matching is based on the major color spectrum histogram and two direc-
tion similarities measurements, which makes the single-frame matching very accurate.
2) The final conclusion is made based on the statistical average of single-frame matching. So,
no detailed feature errors are carried forward after this stage, which makes the track
matching conclusion more reliable than single frame matching.
4 Experimental Results and Analysis
In our experiments, we segment and track moving objects based on [6, 7]. In the following, we
report example results from four typical tracks from the PETS 200 I dataset where three mov-
ing objects have been detected and tracked, namely a white van, a female person and a male
person. The segmented moving objects, major color spectrum histograms and experimental
results are shown in the following sections.
4.1 The Matching of the Same Moving Van in Two Different Tracks
The test data here reported are from a white moving van (reference: track 4, frames 700-745,
and track 5, frames 900-945.). Typical frames, the extracted moving objects, their masks and
major color spectrum histograms are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. (The segmentation was done by a
previous researcher in our research group, in which occlusion and shadowing were not taken
into account.) The single frame matching and post-matching integration results with the color
distance threshold of 0.0 I, single frame matching threshold of 0.75, final integration matching
threshold of 0.8 are shown in table I.
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(a) A moving van in frame (b) Extracted (c) Moving (d) MCSH of the moving
710 track 4 moving object object mask van (Color threshold:
0.06\
Figure 4 Major Color Spectrum Histogram (MCSH) of a moving van (frame 710, track 4)
P'
(d) MCSH of the moving
(a) A moving van in (b) Extracted moving (c) Moving van (Color threshold:
frame 900 track 5 object object mask 0.06)
Figure 5 Major Color Spectrum Histogram (MCSH) of a moving van (frame 900, track 5)
Table 1 Results of Single Frame Matching and Post-Integration (Track 4, Frame 700-745rrrack 5,
Frame 900-945)
Test Case Frame Index No Traek No No of colors inale Frame Similarit Metchina Results(l!O
1(700_4/900_5) 700 4 110 0.803 I (Yes)
900 5 601
2(705_4/905_5) 705 4 59 0.866 1 (Yes)
905 5 253
3(710_4/910_5) 710 4 17 0.805 1 (Yes)
910 5 191
4(715_4/915_5) 715 4 29 0.726 o (No)
915 5 69
5(720_4/920_5) 720 4 41 0.946 I (Yes)
920 5 54
6(725_4/925_5) 725 4 22 0.800 I (Yes)
925 5 135
7(730_4/930_5) 730 4 7 0.807 I (Yes)
930 5 135
8(735_4/935_5) 735 4 41 0.809 I (Yes)
935 5 148
9(740_4/940_5) 740 4 29 0.798 I (Yes)
940 5 85
10(745_4/945_5) 745 4 20 0.880 I(Yes)
945 5 85
Single Frame 7000-745 4 N/A N/A 0.9(90%)
Matching Integration 900-945 5 N/A
The test results in table I show that:
I) In most single frame matching test cases, the similarities are between 0.80 to 0.95 which
are higher than the single frame matching threshold, Thsf= 0.75 (75%). Thus, the moving
objects in these frames are correctly matched. In single frame matching case 4, the simi-
larity is 0.73 and thus matching failed, possibly because of tracking or moving object ex-
traction errors.
2) In the example, the post-matching integration rate is 0.9 (90%), which is higher than the
final matching threshold Thtrack = 0.8 (80%); thus, the correct final conclusion can be
made.
3) Thanks to the accuracy of this procedure, both thresholds Thsf and Thtrack can be kept
relatively high so as to strongly limit false positives.
4.2 The Matching of Two Different People from Two Different Tracks
The single-frame matching and post-matching integration results for tracks from two different
people (reference: moving female person, track 2, frames 460-505; moving male person, track
6, frames 1000-1045) are shown in table 2. Typical frames, the extracted moving objects, their
masks and major color spectrum histograms are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
-(b) Extracted (c) Moving
moving object object mask
(a) A moving female person in
frame 460 track 2
~~ •...•.~
(d)MCSH of the moving female
person (Color threshold: 0.06)
Figure 6 MCSH of a moving person (frame 460, track 2)
(a) A movingmale person in (b) Extracted (c)Moving (d) MCSH of the movingmale
frame 1000 track 6 moving object object mask person (Color threshold: 0.06)
Figure 7 MCSH of a different moving person (frame 1000, track 6)
The test results in table 2 show that:
I) The two moving objects are of similar, small size in their respective frames and their color
appearances show some resemblance. However, their MeSH differ significantly. In all
test cases, their similarities are between 0 and 0.278 which are well below Thsfi thus they
are correctly discriminated.
2) After post-matching integration, the matching rate is still 0 (0%). Therefore, the correct
final decision can be easily made.
3) Even with the very limited number of major colors used (15), the correct matching was
still easily achieved.
The cases described are exemplary of the accuracy of the proposed track matching algorithm.
Accuracy is high when views of a same object do not change significantly, while major illumi-
nation and pose changes will eventually compromise the effectiveness of matching. In order to
make application more general, we are currently developing a compensation algorithm for
global illumination variations based on color calibration and background models, and an in-
cremental major color spectrum histogram (IMCSH) able to cope with small pose and appear-
ance changes occurring along the track. In addition, the track matching procedure will be even-
tually integrated with other geometric features such as gait-filtered height.
Table 2 Results of Single Frame Matching and Post-Integration (Number of Colors: 15; Color
Threshold: 0.01; Track 2, Frame 460-S0Sffrack 6, Frame 1000-1045)
Test Case Frame Index No Track No Single Frame Matching
Similaritv Resultsf l/Il)
1 (460_2/1000_6) 460 2 0.0833 o (No)
1000 6
2 (465_2/1005_6) 465 2 0.0372 o (No)
1005 6
3 (470_211010_6) 470 2 0.0272 o (No)
1010 6
4 (475_2/1015_6) 475 2 0.2197 o (No)
1015 6
5 (480_211020_6) 480 2 0.2779 o (No)
1020 6
6 (485_2/1025_6) 485 2 0.1449 o (No)
1025 6
7 (490_211030_6) 490 2 0 o (No)
1030 6
8 (495_211035_6) 495 2 0.1912 o (No)
1035 6
9 (500_211040_6) 500 2 0.0281 o (No)
1040 6
10 (505_211045_6) 505 2 0.0394 o (No)
1045 6
Single Frame 460-505 2 N/A 0(0%)
Matching Integration 1000-1045 6
5 Conclusions
In this paper, a track matching algorithm has been proposed to match tracks from single objects
across non-overlapping camera views. First, a color distance based on a normalized geometric
distance between two points in the RGB space is defined and used to measure similarity of two
different colors. Then, a Major Color Spectrum Histogram is introduced to represent a moving
object by its "major colors" and their frequencies. A similarity measurement is then used to
measure the similarity of any two moving objects. Finally, track matching is based on the post-
matching integration of single-frame matching.
Based on our experimental results, the following conclusions can be drawn:
I) Experimental results shown that the major color spectrum histogram (MCSH) based on
the given color distance proved able to represent moving objects accurately with a limited
number of colors and their frequencies.
2) In the experiments reported, the similarity of a same moving object in two different tracks
has reached as high as 95%, while the similarity of two different moving objects has been
kept as low as 0% to 28%. This allowed us to use a relatively high threshold (75%) able to
limit false positive errors.
3) Since the post-matching integration is based on single-frame matching binary results, no
detailed feature error is carried forward after this stage. Moreover, post-matching integra-
tion makes track matching more robust and reliable than single frame matching.
The proposed track matching algorithm can significantly extend current video surveillance
applications by providing them with accurate tracking across non-overlapping camera views
which is the actual case for many real-world surveillance camera networks.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a track matching algorithm based on the
"major color" histograms matching and the post-matching integration useful for
tracking a single object across multiple, limitedly disjoint cameras. First, the
Major Color Spectrum Histogram (MCSH) is introduced to represent a moving
object in a single frame by its most frequent colors only. Then, a two-
directional similarity measurement based on the MCHS is used to measure the
similarity of any two given moving objects in single frames. Finally, our track
matching algorithm extends the single-frame matching along the objects' tracks
by a post-matching integration algorithm. Experimental results presented in this
paper show the accuracy of the proposed track matching algorithm: the similar-
ity of two tracks from the same moving objects has proved as high as 95%,
while the similarity of two tracks from different moving objects has been kept
as low as up to 28%. The post-matching integration step proves able to remove
detailed errors occurring at the frame level, thus making track matching more
robust and reliable.
1 Introduction
Being able to track a single object throughout a network of cameras is an important
function for effective video surveillance of wide areas [1-7]. However, in most real-
world camera networks it is not possible to track a moving object through a continuity
of overlapping camera views. Instead, most often the object has to completely exit
from the view of a certain camera before it can reappear under the view of a different
one. This common scenario is often referred to as disjoint camera views, where ob-
servations of a same object are disjoint in time and space to a certain extent. In order
to allow tracking in such a scenario, single-camera tracks of a same object must be
matched across neighbouring cameras. The assumption in this work is that tracks are
available from within single camera views, and the goal is to find correspondences
between such tracks.
Accordingly, in this paper we present a track matching algorithm based on the
"major color" histograms matching and the post-matching integration. First, a color
distance based on a geometric distance between two points in the RGB space is intro-
duced to measure the similarity of any two colors. By using the color distance and a
given threshold, all pixels from a moving object MOi in a given frame t are clustered
into a limited number of colors, with each color's frequency defined as the number of
F. Roli and S. Vitulano (Eds.): ICIAP 2005, LNCS 3617, pp. 1148-1157,2005.
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pixels with that color. Such colors are then sorted in descending frequency order and
the first k used to represent the moving object. We call this histogram the major color
spectrum histogram (MeSH) representation of MOi,(' Given two arbitrary moving
objects, MOi,t and MOj,u from two different frames, t and u, a similarity criterion
based on the major color representation is used to assess their matching (single-frame
matching). The single-frame matching is then extended along the two moving objects'
tracks by selecting a same number of frames in each track, performing the matching
between the corresponding frames of each track, and integrating the matching results
along time. Finally, the time-integrated decision is compared against an assigned
threshold to provide the final track matching decision. To the best of our knowledge,
this is one of the first papers in the current literature to tackle the problem of track
matching across disjoint camera views [8, 9]. Differently from those previous papers,
our approach does not require global track matching [8] or rely on a topographic
model of the camera network [9].
2 Major Color Spectrum Histogram
2.1 Concept of Color Distance
In this paper, we first introduce a "color distance" between two color pixels in the
RGB space based on a normalized geometric distance between the two pixels, Such a
geometric distance is defined in equation (1) and exemplified in Fig. 1.
Blue
(r l, 91, b1)
Red
Fig. 1. The distance between 2 color pixels in RGB space
(1)
Where Cj and C2 are the color vectors shown in Fig, 1.
2.2 Moving Object Major Color Representation
In the RGB color space, using 1 byte to represent each color yields a total of 16,8
million (16,777,216) different colors, It is, in general, very difficult to compare two
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objects based on so many possible values. By using the concept of color distance, we
can scale down the possible colors from 16.8 million to a very limited number of
"Major Colors" (for example, 15 to 100) without losing much accuracy on represent-
ing a moving object. For each moving object, a given number of major colors are
retained in the representation, while colors that rarely appear are discarded [10,11].
Colors within a given mutual distance threshold are dealt with as a single color. An





(a) 'tn flower' picture (b) MCR Histogram (threshold: 0.01)
Fig. 2. The Major Color Spectrum Histogram (MCSH) of 'tn_flower'
In Fig. 2 (a), the example picture (,tn_flower') is shown. In this picture, we can see
that the most frequent colors are around dark green-black and yellow values. Fig. 2
(b) shows us the histogram of the major colors under the color distance threshold of
0.01. In the histogram, we can see that there are 4 main dark green-black bins with the
highest frequencies (bins 1-4). The numbers of dark green-black pixels falling in these
bins are about 350, 125, 120 and 85 respectively. The yellow colors are distributed in
color spectrum bins 5, 6, 7,8,9, 11, 12 and 15. The numbers of pixels of yellow col-
ors are between about 60 and 30. There are also 3 dark green-black bins spread in bins
10, 13 and 14, with the pixel numbers between 40 and 35.
3 Single-Frame Matching and Post-matching Integration
Algorithm
3.1 Moving Objects Similarity
In this paper, the similarity measurement between two moving objects is based on
their color histograms [12-14]. In particular, we use the Major Color Spectrum Histo-
gram (MCSH) which is a generalization of [14] in that the objects do not need to be
the output of a background subtraction process. We assume that there are M major
(2)
colors in the spectrum of moving object A, which can be represented as:
Where CA"i = 1,2", ·,M is the color vector (RGB) of major colors in object A. Object
A's color spectrum histogram (i.e. the frequencies) can be represented as:
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p(A)={p(A1),p(AZ),,··,p(AM)}. (3)
Similarly, the major color spectrum of object B can be represented as follows:
MCS(B) = {CB, ,CB, ,.··,CBN}· (4)
Where CB' j = 1,2,.··, N are the color vectors (RGB) of major colors in object B.
)
Object B's color spectrum histogram can then be represented as:
(5)
In order to define the similarity between two moving objects, a visibility measure-




with i = 1,2"", M , and j = 1,2,· ", N . The above equation shows us that the visibility
of A from B is given by the sum of histogram values of all major colors in moving
object B that are close to the color CA, (i.e. the color distance between CA, and CB) is
less than a threshold ,for example, 0.01, i.e. d(C",CB) < 0). The 'min' operation
ensures that 1>(Aj IB) :51>(Aj) • So, the similarity of moving object B to moving
object A is defined as:
2:>(Aj IB)
Similarityt B ~ A) = .:..-j~.:c..:l,2"",..~.,Mi-- __2:> (A)
i=I,2,···.M
(7)
Similarly, the similarity of moving object A to moving object B is defined as:
LP(Bj IA)








If both visual objects are the same physical object, both similarities will be high
(close to 1.0). Otherwise, both will be low, or at least one will be low (much lower
than 1.0). So, we define the overall similarity between moving object A and moving
object Bas:
Similarity(A, B) =min {Simililarity(A ~ B),Simililarity(B ~ A)} (10)
3.2 Single-Frame Matching and Post-matching Integration Algorithm
In the track matching algorithm, we consider a same number of frames from each
track. The algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Single-frame matching and post-matching integration algorithm
Fig. 3 shows us the single-frame matching as the first step of our algorithm. Mov-
ing objects from corresponding frames in Track One and Track Two are matched
based on similarity of their major color spectrum, and the matching results are given
as a binary decision. The second step is the multi-frame post-integration, normaliza-
tion, and thresholding. The advantages of this algorithm are:
1) The single-frame matching is based on the major color spectrum histogram and
two direction similarities measurements, which makes the single-frame matching
very accurate.
2) The final conclusion is made based on the statistical average of single-frame
matching. So, no detailed feature errors are carried forward after this stage, which
makes the track matching conclusion more reliable than single frame matching.
4 Experimental Results and Analysis
In our experiments, we segment and track moving objects based on [6, 7]. In the
following, we report example results from four typical tracks from the PETS 2001
dataset where three moving objects have been detected and tracked, namely a white
van, a female person and a male person. The segmented moving objects, major color
spectrum histograms and experimental results are shown in the following sections.
4.1 The Matching of the Same Moving Van in Two Different Tracks
The test data here reported are from a white moving van (reference: track 4, frames
700-745, and track 5, frames 900-945.). Typical frames, the extracted moving objects,
their masks and major color spectrum histograms are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. (The
segmentation was done by a previous researcher in our research group, in which
occlusion and shadowing were not taken into account.) The single frame matching
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and post-matching integration results with the color distance threshold of 0.01, single
fram.e matching threshold of 0.75, final integration matching threshold of 0.8 are
shown in table 1.
r






(d) MCSH of the moving
van (Color threshold:
0.06)




(a) A moving van in





(d) MCSH of the moving
van (Color threshold:
0.06)
Fig. 5. Major Color Spectrum Histogram (MCSH) of a moving van (frame 900, track 5)
Table 1. Results of Single Frame Matching and Post-Integration (Track 4, Frame 700-
745ITrack 5, Frame 900-945)
Test Case Frame Index ~rackNo No of Single Frame Similaritx Matching Results(lfO)
No colors
1(700_4/900_5) 700 4 110 0.803 1 (Yes)
900 5 601
2(705_4/905_5) 705 4 59 0.866 1 (Yes)
905 5 253
3(710_4/910_5) 710 4 17 0.805 1 (Yes)
910 5 191
4(715_4/915_5) 715 4 29 0.726 o (No)
915 5 69
5(720_4/920_5) 720 4 41 0.946 1 (Yes)
920 5 54
6(725_4/925_5) 725 4 22 0.800 1 (Yes)
925 5 135
7(730_4/930_5) 730 4 7 0.807 1 (Yes)
930 5 135
8(735_4/935_5) 735 4 41 0.809 1 (Yes)
935 5 148
9(7403/940_5) 740 4 29 0.798 1 (Yes)
940 5 85
10(745_4/945_5) 745 4 20 0.880 I(Yes)
945 5 85
Single Frame 7000-745 4 N/A N/A 0.9 (90%)
lMatching Integratior 900-945 5 N/A
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The test results in table 1 show that:
1) In most single frame matching test cases, the similarities are between 0.80 to 0.95
which are higher than the single frame matching threshold, Thsf = 0.75 (75%).
Thus, the moving objects in these frames are correctly matched. In single frame
matching case 4, the similarity is 0.73 and thus matching failed, possibly because
of tracking or moving object extraction errors.
2) In the example, the post-matching integration rate is 0.9 (90%), which is higher
than the final matching threshold Th,rack = 0.8 (80%); thus, the correct final con-
clusion can be made.
3) Thanks to the accuracy of this procedure, both thresholds Thsf and Th,rack can be
kept relatively high so as to strongly limit false positives.
4.2 The Matching of Two Different People from Two Different Tracks
The single-frame matching and post-matching integration results for tracks from two
different people (reference: moving female person, track 2, frames 460-505; moving
male person, track 6, frames 1000-1045) are shown in table 2. Typical frames, the
extracted moving objects, their masks and major color spectrum histograms are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
-(b) Extracted (c) Moving
moving object object mask
(a) A moving female person in
frame 460 track 2
(d) MCSH of the moving female
person (Color threshold: 0.06)
Fig. 6. MCSH of a moving person (frame 460, track 2)
(a) A moving male person in
frame 1000 track 6
(b) Extracted (c) Moving (d) MCSH of the moving male
moving object object mask person (Color threshold: 0.06)
Fig. 7. MCSH of a different moving person (frame 1000, track 6)
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The test results in table 2 show that:
1) The two moving objects are of similar, small size in their respective frames and
their color appearances show some resemblance. However, their MCSH differ
significantly. In all test cases, their similarities are between 0 and 0.278 which are
well below Thsj, thus they are correctly discriminated.
2) After post-matching integration, the matching rate is still 0 (0%). Therefore, the
correct final decision can be easily made.
3) Even with the very limited number of major colors used (15), the correct match-
ing was still easily achieved.
The cases described are exemplary of the accuracy of the proposed track matching
algorithm. Accuracy is high when views of a same object do not change significantly,
while major illumination and pose changes will eventually compromise the effective-
ness of matching. In order to make application more general, we are currently devel-
oping a compensation algorithm for global illumination variations based on color
calibration and background models, and an incremental major color spectrum histo-
gram (IMCSH) able to cope with small pose and appearance changes occurring along
the track. In addition, the track matching procedure will be eventually integrated with
other geometric features such as gait-filtered height.
Table 2. Results of Single Frame Matching and Post-Integration (Number of Colors: 15; Color
Threshold: 0.01; Track 2, Frame 460-505/Track 6, Frame 1000-1045)
Test Case Frame Index No Track No Single Frame Matching
Similaritv Results(l/O)
1 (460_2/1000_6) 460 2 0.0833 o (No)
1000 6
2 (465_2/1005_6) 465 2 0.0372 o (No)
1005 6
3 (470_2/1010_6) 470 2 0.0272 o (No)
1010 6
4 (475_2/1015_6) 475 2 0.2197 o (No)
1015 6
5 (480_2/1020_6) 480 2 0.2779 o (No)
1020 6
6 (485_2/1025_6) 485 2 0.1449 o (No)
1025 6
7 (490_2/1030_6) 490 2 0 o (No)
1030 6
8 (495_2/1035_6) 495 2 0.1912 o (No)
1035 6
9 (500_2/1040_6) 500 2 0.0281 o (No)
1040 6
10 (505_2/1045_6) 505 2 0.0394 o (No)
1045 6
Single Frame 460-505 2 N/A 0(0%)
Matching Integration 1000-1045 6
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, a track matching algorithm has been proposed to match tracks from
single objects across non-overlapping camera views. First, a color distance based on a
normalized geometric distance between two points in the RGB space is defined and
used to measure similarity of two different colors. Then, a Major Color Spectrum
Histogram is introduced to represent a moving object by its "major colors" and their
frequencies. A similarity measurement is then used to measure the similarity of any
two moving objects. Finally, track matching is based on the post-matching integration
of single-frame matching.
Based on our experimental results, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1) Experimental results shown that the major color spectrum histogram (MCSH)
based on the given color distance proved able to represent moving objects accu-
rately with a limited number of colors and their frequencies.
2) In the experiments reported, the similarity of a same moving object in two differ-
ent tracks has reached as high as 95%, while the similarity of two different mov-
ing objects has been kept as low as 0% to 28%. This allowed us to use a rela-
tively high threshold (75%) able to limit false positive errors.
3) Since the post-matching integration is based on single-frame matching binary
results, no detailed feature error is carried forward after this stage. Moreover,
post-matching integration makes track matching more robust and reliable than
single frame matching.
The proposed track matching algorithm can significantly extend current video sur-
veillance applications by providing them with accurate tracking across non-
overlapping camera views which is the actual case for many real-world surveillance
camera networks.
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